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IN'I'RODUCTION
The prospect of new world(s) sunimons us into o/ller. worlds. The
tools with which we examine the unknown arc inevitably obsolete.
hampering our re-cognition of unexplored fields of knowledge.
More often, the expectations surrounding the discovery and scrutiny
of new worlds are saddled with proclivities, myth and lore which
compromise exploration. Through a narrative of the rnercantile and
political exploitation of the Great Zirnbabwc. this paper seeks to
illustrate how predetmined hypotheses in the exploration of new
frontiers thwarted and continues to inipcde a rnore inclusive research
in the case of the Great Zimbabwe, an historical monurnent on
ICOMOS' register of world monuments.

ful gold mines in the African in~eriordue west of Sofala-conill-med
the desire to identify the Gri:nL Zimbabwe with King Solomon'c
mines. By the 17th century, such ruminations had become common
enough currency for Milton in Prrr.irtli.te Lost to mahe reference to
Sofala in Moqambique as "Sofala thought Ophir." Thercfosc, 19thccntir~-yBritish settlers. led by Cecil Khodes, explored Zimbabwe
with predetermined assumptions about its identity and histol-y.
When the Great Zimbabwe \vas illst discovered by Mauch, i t \\as
quickly acquired as a tcrrito~yby the 81-itishSouth Africa Company
-the only British colonial preservt. acquil-ed for the distinct purpose

COGNITION
The Great Zimbabwe has been at the center of sub-Saharan archacological debate for over a century. Late 19th-century British settlers
-believing that the Great Zirnbabwc w ; ~ the"lost
s
city ol'Ophir - the
site of King Solomon's mines" - werc intent on exploring i t for its
mineral wealth. It is now an ancient symbol of a newly forrned
nation. One o f t h e few remaining stone pre-historic monuments on
the African continent outside the pyramids, the Great Zimbabwe
presented an opportunity to the British South Africa Company, led
by Cecil Khodes, to exploit its mineral deposits. (Ke)tliscovered by
Carl Mauch in 1871, Mauch published the impression that the
monument was in fact the site of the Biblical "Ophir," despite the
apparent dissonance between the Great Zirnbabwc and the description of Solomon's temple in the book of Kings in the Bible.
Published stories by Arab traders in the 10th century and Portuguese
traders in the 16th century about stone fortresses protecting bounti-
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that built with dry stone architecture todisplay its power, rather than
excavate gold. Theil- explanation for the entire disappearance of
stone building amongst the contemporary MaShona. and tlie shift
back to wattle arid daub, was tlic deterioration ofthat power 1111-ougli
colonic11invasion. Howecer, there 31-eexisting Bantu cultur-es in the
eastern highlands of Zimbabwe. northern South Africa and
M o p n b i c p c that contiliue to build in dry stone consti-uction with
gl-eat similarity to the technical style at the Great Zinibabwe.
Thcliistory and archaeology of settlement with dry stone architecture in moclern Zimbabwe. M o p n b i q u e and South Africa, Zambia
and Malawi has been, siuce theend ol'the I9thcentury and beginning
of the 20th century, a fascinating and hotly debated research issue.
The Great Zimbabwe has been at the center of t h ~ sdebate because
despite the presence of difl.ering types of stonc building throughout
Zimbabwe, Moprnbique, northern South Africa, Malawi, Zambia
and Botswana, the Great Zinibabwe is the nio,t draniatic and largest
prehistoric site in sub-Sahal-an Africa. The myth that the Great
Z i m h a b \ ~ ewas tied to ancient gold mining motivated a s i n p l a r
preconceivecl archaeological study of i t - at first by amateur archaeologists who stimulated iuterest in the stone ~nonumentby professional arcliacologists as early as 1905.1 Therefor-e, much of the
archaeological study of the Grcat Zimbabwe throughout the 20th
century has separated i t lrom three stone building types found in
M o p n b i q u e . northern South Africa and Zimbabwe: the lriyanga
stone pit dwelling and dry stone terracing of eastern Zimbabwe, the
zirnbabwe free standing dry stone building found in Zimbabwe,
Mocambique x i d northern South Africa, and dry stone retaining
wall construction best rcpresentetl at sites like Khami and DhloDhlo, r~otOIStiom the Grcat Zinibabwe. All in all, there are 500
known smaller dry stonc ruins througliout Zirnbabwe, northern
South Africa, and M o p n b i q u e varying technically and formally
from one nnolhcr which have not been systematically studied in
rclationsliip to the stone technology at the Grcat Zimbabwe or to one
another. Dry stone construction has beer] labelled " ~ i ~ n b a b w e "
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(spelled with a ~ e d due
) to the mcaning ol' the ~vorilzinihab\\e:
"houses of stonc."
Subscribc~-sto typing this stone construclicm and atti-ihuting
formal differences to differing cultures of diifering time periods'
h;we bcen challenged by contempomry in~erptetatiolithat PI-efers
identifying stone construction in sub-Sahara Africa as part of au
"encompming civilization."'
Ironically, Randall blaclver w o t e in 190G4:
There is no difference whatever in essential character hetween
the rough buildiugs that are found in tlic I n y a y clisrrict x i c l
those of the Monornotnpa Capilal: Grcat Z i m l x l b ~ ~Ziinb:~~c.
bwe reproduces every Seat111-eof the northern sites, only with
more elaboration anti on a Iiuger scale. The "Elliptical
Ternple"can be completely explained as a co~nbinationo f the
developed form of Inyanga hill-fort with such a stone-fenced
krml as Nanatali.
The lack of information aboul ethnological history aucl the sputty
0 ti:~~e
archaeological digging amongst the 1111-eetypes of huilil~n,
yielded inconclusive and conllicting theories about llir "/imh;lb\vc
stone culture." Pre-colonial history is a young discipline. ROI-nin the
l96O'a, much of what its sources del)ci~~lcd
on in Z i m b a b w were
oral tradition and written Arab and Pol-t~~guese
accounts. R y the
1 !)go's, prc-colonial history had become outclntcd and investisatins
the political history of people shal-ing the s x n e language was
cor1side1-ed"tribalist" and "l-acist."As the contemporary Shona do
not build in stone, ac;idemic ~~rclic~eology
in Zilnb:ibwe today prtjmotes [lie study of the I-uinsas evidence 01.2 ubiquitous civilization
'

Fig. 7. S o u ~ hdry stone and u~~dsesszd
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with little physical or written evidence beyond the stone building of
the Zimbabwe Kame culture and Moorish and Portuguese reports.
By contrast, the Zimbabwe government has no interest in further
research connecting the Great Zimbabwe to stone building beyond
it borders, sustaining pre-colonial historical conclusions which
separate the Shona from other Bantu cultures building in stone
outside Zimbabwe today, as well as Bantu cultures within Zimbabwe building typologically otherwise than free standing stone walling.
On the other hand, the Great Ziniababwe has been exhaustively
studied throughout the 20th century by a series of archeological and
has remained the focus of archaeological scholarship in the 20th
century, intent on establishing its authorship. The present Zimbabwean government continues to reinforce the claim that the Great
Zimbabwe was the locus of a Shona empire, a curiosity that
promotes tourism.
Consequently, differing written accounts -by Arab, Portuguese,
English and Dutch profiteers in the loth, 16th and 19th centuries
respectively, and 20th-century archaeological speculation marred
by political manipulation - have unremittingly sensationalized the
narration of the Great Zimbabwe, perpetuating expectations about i t
when it was discovered to some, while constructing narratives that
cannot be confirmed to others.

ICONOGRAPHIC RATIONALIZATION
African Shona and Rhodesian white Nationalists alike endorsed
contradictory and tnutually exclusive accounts of the origins of the
ruins in order tojustify their rule. Soentrenched were thesd positions
that the Great Zimbabwe became a battle cry in the war for independence for both sides. During the war, the monument was used by
white Rhodesians to prove that native africans were incapable of
systematicorganization because they contemporaneously werebuilding in wattle anddaub; forthe MaShonapeople it became a sanctuary
for divining with Shona ancestors and the reason they claim to have
won their war, an anecdote not shared by the Zimbabwean
government's tourist literature about the Great Zimbabwe today. In
fact, the indigenous Shona religious ethnography relating to the
history at the Great Zimbabwe is dismissed by the quasi-Marxist
government intent on entering the 21st century without sustaining
Shona tradition. The Great Zimbabwe and exhibitions of Bantu and
Shona traditions are currently marketed to the tourist trade with little
disclosure of the communal and social practices that have made the
Great Zimbabwe and the "zimbabwe" culture meaningingful. Thus,
the way in which the Great Zimbabwe might have been used other
than as a royal court for a Shona empire is superficially represented
to the foreign t o ~ r i s t . ~
There is not a square angle throughout the Great Zimbabwe. The
fluid spaces within the Great Zimbabwe, its sinuous curves, inconsistent granite walls made of local granite exfoliating from the hills,
and its symbiotic relationship to the graniteslopes it hugseludeseasy
architectural categorization. As Randall-MacIver was to say : "For
the style of the buildings by itself affords no criterion. It cannot be
proved to owe anything to foreign influences: all characteristcs of
Oriental and European architecture are entirely absent ..."The coniplex is a collection of unroofed stone wall enclosures which spread
over one hundred acres, lying within a valley and atop a summit. The
Acropolis (allegedly the oldest structure within the entire complex),
weaves its way around and through large blocks of granite as if its
builders were making deliberate attempts to establish a discourse
between walling and existing granite boulders. The spaces created
inbetween simulate thecrevices betweenlargegranite boulders.Traces
of turrets are said to have existed every 2 meters along the whole
length of the West Wall, which is 8 rn high and 5 meters thick at the
top.
The rest of the Great Zimbabwe includes what is known as the the
Great Enclosure, the Maund Ruins and the Valley Ruins. Turrets,
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buttresses, platforms, pillars and hut mounds appear throughout.
The Great Enclosure's walls are characterized by masonry detailing
that is allegedly several centuries later than the Hilltop Enclosure
and suggests, to those that think the same people built the Great
Enclosure as did the Hilltop Enclosure, that the later building marks
a clear development of "technological style."' In this sense, the
"style" of walling of the north-east wall of the Great Enclosure is
probably the most impressive walling throughout the Great Zimbabwe. The conical towers that mark the Great Enclosure are completely solid and previous digs to probe them for treasure or to
determine their function have all yielded virtually no understanding
to date. (Archaeological analysis throughout the 20th century has
remained speculative because, despite numerous amateur excavations and professionally organized digs, early looting by amateurs
and profiteers at the beginning of the 20th century removed five to
six levels of strata, leaving behind findings that had been shifted
around thus thwarting conclusive archaeological investigation.'
Inconclusive evidence has not stopped speculation, however. Four
professional archaeological digs, (includingcarbon dating) intended
to finally date the ruins have simply added more contention to the
number of already abundant stories about the Great Zimbabwe,
while political oppression has precluded any further attempts to
draw parallels to stone building outside of Zimbabwe.
Before independence and befhre it was fashionable to attribute the
building of the Great Zimbabwe to the Shona people, Peter Garlake,
a local white archaeologist and architect, was deported for his
assertions in The Great Zitnbnbrve of 1972, that the Shona built the
Great Zimbabwe. Ironically, Garlake uses 15th-17th-century Portuguese "written accounts" to substantiate the claim that the Great
Zimbabwe was the center of a native African kingdom whose only
purpose was its representation of power. He uses Joso de Berros'
familiar quotation from Dn Asia ,published in 1.552, as evidence that
Portuguese traders were referring to the Great Zimbabwe in their
accounts."Joiio de Barros says:
There are other mines in a district called Toroa, which by
another name is known as the kingdom of Butua, which is ruled
by a prince called Burron1.a vassal of Benomotapa, which land
adjoins that aforesaid vast plains, and these mines are the most
ancient known in the country, and they are all in the plain, in the
midst of which there is a square fortress, of masonry and
within and without, built of stones of marvelous size, and there
appears to be no mortar joining them. The wall is more than
twenty five spans in width and the height is not so great
considering the width. ...When, and by whom, these edifices
were raised, as the people of the land are ignorant of the art of
writing, there is no record, but (the people say they are the work
of the devil, for in comparison with their power and knowledge
it does not seem possible to them that they should be the work
of man. Some Moors who saw it, to whom VicentePegado, who
was the captain of Sofala, showed our fortress there and the
work of the windows and arches, that they might compare it
with the stone work of the said edifice, said that they could not
be compared with it for smoothness and perfection. The distance of this edifice frorn Sofala in a direct line to the west is a
hundred and seventy leagues, or thereabouts, and it is between
20" buildings in those parts, the people being barbarians, and all
their houses of wood.
In the opinion of the Moors who saw it, it is very ancient, and
was built there to keep possession of the mines, which are very
old, and no gold has been extracted from them for years,
because of the wars. Considering the situation and the fashion
of theedifice, so r a i n the interior, and which the Moors confess
was not raised by them, frorn its antiquity and their we may
suppose that this is the region which Ptolemy calls Agysymba.
Garlake uses this quotation to verify this siting as the Great
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Zimbabwe by the Portuguese, despite the fact that this description "a square fortress" and the vague references to the Queen of Sheba
and gold mines - hardly comes close to describing the monument or
substantiating Garlake's claim that the Great Zimbabwe was simply
a Royal Court built to express Royal power. The quotation, and in
fact the number of Portuguese citations are evidence that the gold of
Sofala was as important to the Portuguese in the 16th century as the
mining ofthe entire eastern coast of Africa had been to Islam and the
Moors in the 10th century. The occupation of the East African coast
was a secondary affair for the Portuguese. Citations like:
In the whole kingdom of Vealanga gold isextracted; and in this
way: they dig out the earth and make a kind of tunnel through
which they go under the earth a long stone's throw, and keep on
taking out from the vcins with the ground mixed with the gold,
and, when remains and the gold all fine gold""'
by Diego de Alcaqova confirms Portuguese interest in gold in the
African interior.

THE FOUNDING O F A NATION: EARLY AMATEUR
SPECULATION, DIGS, AND CIVIL WAR
Cecil Rhodes's mania to ransack the country of Zimbabwe motivated him to establish the Royal Charter for his own British South
AfricaCompany in 1890, which Britaingrantedon thecondition that
white settlers be granted self-government within ten years. However, the charter was granted on the strength of an agreement
between Rhodes and Lobengula, the ruler of the powerful Ndebele
kingdom which inhabited the surroundings of the Great Zimbabwe
in 1888. Lobengula permitted the occupation with the misunderstanding that the agreement acknowledged his sovereignty. It was
only laterthat heand his kingdom were told that theGreat Zimbabwe
had originally been built and occupied by white men. The BSAC
established itself in Mashonaland in 1890, and in 1895 its territory
south of the Zambezi was named Rhodesia. A merger was rejected
by whites and a very few eligible African voters with the Union of
South Africa. Instead, Rhodesia became a British colony in which
incornequalifications excluded Africans from electoral rolls and the
government enjoyed complete autonomy."
In a 1965 Unilateral Declaration of Independence, a white supremacist government declared Rhodesia independent of Britain,
retaining in the newly independent government what had been
established already in the colony: native Africans were not represented and were to be used as slave labor. Finally destroyed by
international economic sanctions and tribal guerilla warfare, the
Rhodesian regime ended in 1979 and was replaced by its first native
Prime Minister who had been the leader of the African freedom
fighters -Robert Mugabe- and the official country name became
Zimbabwe.To understand the native African's triumph in claiming
authorship for the Great Zimbabwe and the vacuous hderstanding
of its architecture, one must sumnarize the archaological scholarship prior to independence in 1980.
From the beginning, Rhodes financed several projects seeking
the origins of the ruins and its famous soapstone birds. He cornmissioned translations of the Portuguese records of southeastern Africa,
the original ancient sources for Gibbons' Decline c~rzrlFall of the
Rotlml finpire, as well as an archival search by Alexander Wilrnot
for descriptions of Zimbabwe, in an attempt to make correlations
between the style of the bird statues, the ruins, and any possible
literary description of them. He also commissioned Theodore Bent,
an English explorer and author, to embark on an archaeological
expedition, financed by the Royal Geographical Society, the British
Association for the Advancement of Science and the British South
Africa Company. The results of both of these cfforts came to the
same conclusion and are important to mention because they set the
tone for all arguments to follow: The Shona could not have built the
Great Zimbabwe, despite their peaceful and industrious character,
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because "the Negroid brain could never be capable of taking the
initiative in work of such intricate nature. Africans were congenitally incapable of the social organization required for such a task
because they were both natural wanderers and anarchists."'* Bent
concluded that Monomotapa had disintegrated "like all kaffir"
combinations do after a generation. He thought this was proven by
the fact that the present Shona people of Rhodesia couldn't even
fight off their common enemy (the Zulu) some of which had
migrated north in droves and called themselves Ndebele. "The only
possible way Africans might have built the Great Zimbabwe was as
'slaves of a race of higher civilization',"" Bent argued, as perhaps
by Arabs. Phoenecians, Assyrians or Egyptians, basing his conclusions on the style of the architecture and decoration of the ruins, the
orientation of the structures denoting sun worship, and the stylized
statues of the birds and phalli. Artifacts found around the ruins
indicating its inhabitants had been involved in gold mining and
commercial trade with the East, Inda and Arabia, only served to
strengthen his argument: that a commercially sophisticated people
far more advanced than black skinned Africans had built the Great
Zimbabwe.
The real plundering and distort~onof the Great Z~mbabwe,after
its valuable booty had been extracted, was acconiplished by Richard
N. Hall, another amateur archaeologist and English journalist living
in Zimbabwe, appointed by Rhodes to preserve the ruins. Instead of
preserving the site, he disturbed it so much that stratigraphical
reading, strictly speaking, became virtually impossible. Despite his
rabid feelings against the indigenous natives around the Great
Zimbabwe, Hall concluded that a heathen "Negroid people," described by the Portuguese, had probably built the Great Zimbabwe
under coersion and direction from an ancient people who finally had
to leave the area, forsaking their progeny: a mixture of Semitic and
Black Africans called the Makalanga, or the Karanga (the Karanga
are direct descendents of the Mashona.) Significantly, Hall wrote
two books: Great Zitnbabwe, (London 1905) and Prehisroricn
Rl~odesia(London 1909) about the Great Zimbabwe which were
soon to come under direct attack from scientific circles.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL INTERPRESATION
In 1905, the British Association for Advancement of Science sponsored David Randall MacIver, a trained archaeologist, toconduct the
first official dig at the Great Zimbabwe for their first mecting in
South Africa. His conclusions shook the white establishment in
Rhodesia. He said that the ruins were not an evolution of building,
but rather a single monument built in one epoch, around the 14th or
15th century. He said foreign trading had confused the issue for
previous research projects by providing foreign artifacts. He astounded the local population by proclaiming that there was no real
evidence that foreign intruders had actually built the ruins. In fact,
Portuguese settlers had stated explicitly that the people inhabiting
the Monomotapa kingdom (at the Great Zimbabwe) were what the
Moors called Kaffirs. Thus, the Great Zimbabwe "was built by
Africans, in African style, for African purpose^."'^
It was clear to Randall-MacIver that the structures were an
amplification ofcontemporary ethnography throughout thecountry.
Most significantly forthe reception of his thesis, however, Maclver's
observations defused the ruins' architectural importance by stating
they were anything but architectural ~narvels:The technology was
far too simple-minded and crude, and the ruins themselves unrepresentative of anything but an evolution of an inferior culture. The
Great Zimbabwe had not been the site of a gold mine, but the site of
a distribution center for minerals mined elsewhere by native Africans."
There were counter-attacks by locals, namely Hall, who criticized
MacIver for not talking to the local natives. (According to Hall they
hadnoexisting oral tradition that spokeofthe Great Zimbabwe.) The
fact that black scholarship is now unearthing an impressive amount
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of oral tradition about the Great Zimbabwe, somehow escaped
Hall's notice.) Hall also criticized Maclver for not acknowledging
that any archaeological dig would have to be fallacious due to Hall's
own pillaging. Hall's counter-attack finally became a quasi-official
defense of the superiority of local and amateur knowledge and a
moral tale justifying the establishment of a white settler society in
southern Africa because native Africans had no clear title to the land
for reasons already mentioned.'' Despite the opposition, there were
those locals who were able to swallow Maclver's account because
"it was easier to accept that Great Zimbabwe had been built by
Africans if its construction (as Maclver had already conceded) were
to be considered rudimentary ."17F.C. Selous was one such supporter
of Mac1verstating"there was not a single straight line throughout the
ruin^."'^ Proof positive that the Great Zirnbabwe was not a significant monument. By the time a second serious archaeological expedition was unticr way in 1928, thc opposition to having an "expert"
evaluate the ruins was considerably organized. Gertrude CatonThonipson, another highly qualified British archaeologist, was conimissioned by the British Association to conduct another dig. Her
findings were even more palatable to the white Rhodesians than
Maclver's on one level, even though she believed the ruins were
built by local natives, she judged the technical standard of the
building to beextrcmely inferior and went so far as to declare that the
"architecture at Great Zimbabwe (was) essentially the product of an
infantile mind, a prelogical mind.""' Caton-Thompson had previously spent a great deal of tinie in Greece and Egypt and therefore
compared the Zimbabwe ruins with classical monuments in terms of
technology and the rational organization of space.She inferred that
since the GI-eatZirnbabwets technology was crude it could not have
withstood the millenial time frame expounded by the foreign theory.
The Zimbabwe ruins could not be as old as pronounced."' She also
surmised that the few examples of decoration found in the Great
Enclosure did not prove foreign authorship, but, foreign trade. Had
foreign authors been responsible for the Great Zimbabwe, the
technology and the decoration would have been far more consistent
and abundant. Nevertheless, she praised the ruins as material evidence of remarkable indigenous and vigorous native achievement.
Not surprisingly, her conclusions were a compromise between Hall
and MacIver's conclusions, stating along with MacIver that natives
had built the ruins, but that the quality of walling had not evolved
from inferior to superior as Maclver concluded. She also concurred
with Maclver's thesis that traces of the Great Zimbabwe could be
sccn in 20th century native indigenous housing. The Great Zimbabwe became a lesson writ in stone for Africans and colonists alike,
but for exactly the opposite reasons. For natives, the Great Zimbabwe was positive proof that thcy were capable of purposive organization and skill. For the colonists, the Great Zirnbabwe was proof
positive that native culture was and always would be inferior. Still
h indigenous theory, colonists exploited the
wanting to s q ~ ~ e l cthe
fantasy of King Solon~onand the Queen of Sheba theory in the
interests of promoting tourism in Rhodesia despite the fact that
rnuseum pamphlets, under state auspices, more or less sustained
Caton-Thompson's conclusions.~'
The next serious dig occurred as a group effort in 1958. Amongst
a group of three employees of the museurns of Rhodesia, Anthony
Whitty (who was not an architect) studied the architectural development of the site by classifying wall typology. Keith Robinson,
studied pottery and bead sequences on the hill, and Roger Summers
excavated the Great Enclosure. Whitty's contribution was significant because it was the first attempt to coordinate walling types to
period analysis and pottery analysis. Whitty noticed significant
technological changes in wall construction between the Hilltop
Enclosure, the Valley Ruins and the Great Enclosul-e. He also
noticed that when walls intersected, what he considered latter walls
always rested on earlier walls. He recorded what walls rested on
others and his results pointed convincingly to a sequence of walling,
which generally classified large areas of the Great Zimbabwe and
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supported the notion that the Great Zimbabwe evolved technologically. According to Whitty, the Hilltop Enclosure, with its irregular
coursing, illustrated early stages of a development, climaxing in the
regularized coursing of the Great Enclosure. Whitty encoded the
entire Great Zirnbabwe in a walling typology which he labelled: PPQ-Q-I<. P walling was found in the Hill Enclosure and rocky side
ofthe plateau; Q walling was found in the Great Enclosure and
Valley Ruins; and R walling was found in peripheral building.
Whitty identified two main structural purposes for the walls through
his careful classification: retaining walls supported daga accumulations while enclosing partitions separated open areas and daga
structures.'? The difference in these walling typcs is so significant
and consistent that Whitty concluded it must point to a significant
difference in function. Q walling, being far more regularized,
battered and "stylistic" suggested a great deal of organized effort
over a considerable amount of tinie (which also implied enough
social organization to effect such an undcrtaking.) Whereas entrances were buttressed, wall endings were rounded, and platforms
occurred throughout the Great Enclosure, nothing of these features
occurred in the Hilltop Enclosure. The irregular P walling might
have been erected quickly as the sloncs had only been modified
slightly to approximate a rectangular shape by knocking off rough
corners. At the time of this dig in archaeological circles, significant
changes in building construction were thought to evidence an
intrusion of a new, more developed cultural group.'' Whitty's
conclusions, at the time, were corroborated by changes in pottery
and beading style.
It wasn't until Peter Garlake, a Zimbabwean archaeologist and
architect,cntered the controversy with the possibility ofone cultural
group evolving over several centuries that serious interest in the
relationship to ethnography and the ruins of Zimbabwe were investigated simultaneously. One must keep in mind that at this time, "precolonial" historical scholarship pursued theories that supported
singurallanguage group and tribal migration studies. This thesis was
corroborated in Whitty's typology classification because R walling
(which seemed to be erected for purely utilitarian purposes) was
clearly inferior, in ternis of technology to Q walling, but occurred in
the vicinity of Q walling.
After 1965 and the call for Unilateral Declaration of Independence, the state changed its position on archaeological scholarship
and no longer allowed the theory of indigenous authorship of the
Great Zimbabwe to betold. Guidebooks were changed, and scholarship prevented. Even so, Garlakc, as the Inspector of Monuments
and Senior Curator of Archaeology at [he Queen Victoria Museum
discovered a new group of ruins at Bindura in 1968, similar to the
Great Zirnbabwe, though considerably smaller in scale.'-' The state
of Khodesia officially forbade the narration of the Bindura ruins, but
also forbade all state employees from crediting "black-skinned
people" with the construction of the Great Zimbabwe. Protest from
the international academic connnunity was met with a statement in
Propercv and Finnrlc~,a Rhodesian rnaga~ine,which said "if for
centuries Rhodesia was the center of a sophisticated Negroid
"c'vilisation' ...there should be no legitimate opposition to a black
take-over of the country."" In order to maintain their integrity over
scholarship, Garlake, Summers and others were forced to leave
Rhodesia.
After Independence, Garlake and others returned to Zimbabwe
but found an insidious oppression almost equal to the white supremacist regime. Any conjecture that the Great Zimbabwe - and
now the many numbers of ruins that have been discovered that share
characteristics with the Great Zimbabwe - was not a civilization of
Mwene Matapa or Shona, or even the Rozvi -credited for enterprise
in mining, trade. construction, state organization, and a progressive
historical trend is discouraged, at least by the Zirnbabwe government. Instead, theGreat Zimbabwe is promoted as a Mwene Matapa
Shona artifact. Studies continue, but the Great Zimbabwe has not
been studied systematically by local architects. historians and ar-
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chaeologists with regard to surrounding zimbabwes and ethnological studies in and outsdie of Zimbabwe.
There are three phenomena that still contribute to complicating
the depiction of the Great Zimbabwe as a strictly Shona artifact:
The public and private habitation patterns of the Shona "musha"
as well as their respective building technology demonstrate both
great similarities to and marked differences from the Great Zimbabwe.
The 500 dry stone smaller zimbabwes suggest an encompassing
African civilization whose technology revolved around the use of
stone and reaches beyond the borders of Zimbabwe. The smaller
zimbabwes often differ dramatically from one to the next in terms
of form and building technology.
Contemporary groups in northern South Africa and Mo~ambique
continue to build in stone.
The Shona homestead, or "musha" does not represent individual
proprietorship but rather is a "home of a kinship group" which is
mobile and extendable. This fact alone allowed English colonial
appropriation, and, even 15 years after Zimbabwe's civil war
ended under Shona rule, sustains the impasse between landowners and the Shona culture, whose migratory living patterns often
result in squatting on privately owned land. This also helps us
understaond Zimbabwe's natural affinity to a socialist distribution of half of the land owned by former Rhodesians. But, it does
not helpexplain why theereat Zimbabwe was clearly intended to
prevail as a permanent "place of stone" as the Shona "niusha" is
not.
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